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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses modifications made to a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) signal
generator that aids acquisition of low earth orbit (LEO) satellites. The modification
compensates for the Doppler Frequency offset that commonly affects acquisition of LEO
satellites. This allows the user to use a COTS signal generator for the uplink exciter. User
programmable features have been added to the signal generator, which compensates for
the Doppler Shift.

INTRODUCTION

Today’s communication systems are continuing to look for ways to increase the amount
of information distributed to users. The advent of personal communication systems has
opened up several new methods of obtaining data in the telemetry industry. Many of
these advances have been in the use of satellite communications. The use of satellites for
telemetry applications is on the increase with many of these applications using polar
orbiting satellites. Unlike geosynchronous satellites (GEO) which remain in a fixed
location, polar orbiting satellites revolve around the Earth’s axis. There are two types of
polar orbiting satellites Mid-Earth Orbit (MEO) and Low-Earth Orbit (LEO). The LEO
satellites can be further divided into two kinds known as: big LEO and little LEO. The
differences between these satellites are shown in Table 1i.



Table 1 - Specifications of Four Satellites used in Mobile Communications

Satellite
Type

Altitude of
Satellite in km

Uplink Power
Required

Band of
Operation

Life Span

GEO 35,000 High 1.6 – 2.5 GHz 15 years
MEO 5000 -10,000 Medium 1.6 – 2.5 GHz 10 years
Little LEO 500 – 1500 Small 150 MHz 5 years
Big Leo 500 – 1500 Small 1.6 – 2.5 GHz 5 years

The advantage of the LEO satellites is the lower power required to communicate with the
satellite. This allows the use of a lower cost terminal. NASA has recently been installing
several Low Earth Orbit Terminals (LEO-T) which will increase in use over the next
decade.ii In addition, several commercial Big LEO systems are currently being deployed
such as, Aries, Globalstar and Iridium. There are also several Little LEO systems such as
Orbcomm and Starsye. The disadvantage of the LEO satellites is that these satellites
complete one orbit around the Earth in 114 minutes.iii This greatly increases the amount
of Doppler Shift that the ground terminal will experience. The Doppler Shift experienced
in LEO satellites can exceed 210 kHz. This creates a problem for many telemetry
receivers, which typically only have an acquisition loop capable of correcting 250 kHz of
Doppler. Without some intervention, much of the LEO satellite pass would be loss.

Another critical requirement of LEO satellites is tracking the position of the satellite. This
can be done using a variety of techniques. Many of these techniques are based on the
measurement of the delay of a known transmitted signal. Figure 1 shows a simplified
block diagram for measuring delay of a signal.iv Often the LEO satellite will frequency
shift the received signal and rebroadcast it to the ground station. This is often referred to
as a “bent pipe” configuration. A simplified block diagram of a “bent pipe” configuration
is shown in Figure 2.

Satellite systems using a “Bent Pipe” configuration determine the range of the satellite by
measuring the time and phase difference of a known transmitted signal. It is important to
be able to make these measurements as quickly as possible. By looking at Figure 2, you
can see that the satellite-transmitted frequency depends on the received frequency. Using
this information, an exciter frequency change will change the satellite transmit frequency
and will effectively cancel the Doppler Shift that the ground station receivers experience.
This allows the ground station receivers to sweep a smaller range and therefore acquire
the satellite signal faster.
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Figure 2 - "Bent Pipe" Satellite Transmitter

Using this information, Microdyne has developed software algorithms for its COTS
signal generator model TSS-2000.



A COTS SIGNAL GENERATOR

The Microdyne TSS-2000 was designed to meet the requirements for complete telemetry
simulation. The simulator employs a combination of digital and RF design techniques to
provide the simulation capabilities needed for telemetry receive systems. A review of the
block diagram, Appendix 1, will highlight the various features required for system
simulation.

The Digital Waveform Generator serves as the digital modulation source. It is a high-speed
discrete digital system clocked at 150 MHz. By using a digital source, the simulator can
easily support multiple modulation formats such as AM, FM and PM. By adding a limited
amount of RAM, it can also provide PCM simulation and support PCM/FM & BPSK
applications. In addition, a pseudo-random number generator has been included which
provides compatibility with industry standard Bit Error Rate Test Sets. The Digital
Waveform Generator also includes a Modulated Numerically Controlled Oscillator
(MNCO) which allows the simulator to provide small tuning increments, less than 1 Hz,
and further serves as a device to provide Doppler shift simulation. A block diagram of the
Digital Waveform Generator is included as Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Block Diagram for Digital Waveform Generator



The modulator is a vector modulator. This approach was used because it is easily
configured for multiple modulation formats. This design also allows the simulator to
perform wideband data simulation with data rates up to 20 Mbits. The simulator also
provides external inputs to support custom user modulation formats; including PAM/FM,
FM/FM subcarriers, SGLS subcarriers and IRIG tones for command destruct.

The simulator RF path is based on a three-synthesizer conversion process. This allows the
simulator to provide a wide range of output frequencies. Currently the design provides RF
tuning from 10 MHz to 600 MHz and from 1400 MHz to 2500 MHz. This allows the
simulator to cover the standard telemetry bands, such as P, L & S bands. It also allows it to
cover the command destruct bands. Furthermore, because it provides RF outputs as low as
10 MHz, it can be used as an IF source. Finally because all of the local oscillators are
synthesized, the simulator can provide sweep capabilities.

Fade simulation is accomplished by the Automatic Level Control (ALC) circuitry. It
contains dynamic attenuators that are controlled by digitally generated analog fading
signals. By generating the fading control signals digitally, the fade depth, rate and phase can
be accurately controlled reducing the need for additional external equipment. The simulator
includes a power splitter and ALC circuitry to produce two RF outputs. This allows the
simulator to test receiver/combiner systems.

The two RF output channels are then routed through high power RF amplifiers and digitally
controlled attenuators. This allows the RF output power to be varied from -130 to +20 dBm.
This will allow the simulator to be used for boresite applications.

All of the features of the simulator are remote controllable by IEEE-488, RS-232 and RS-
422 interfaces. Because the simulator allows complete remote control of all configuration
parameters, the user has the capability to create highly sophisticated simulation scenarios
that will verify complete system performance.

MODIFICATION FOR SATELLITE ACQUISITION

In order to improve the acquisition of LEO satellites, Microdyne developed software
algorithms, which compensates for the Doppler Shift experienced. The Doppler Shift for
the LEO satellites can be approximated using known equations. Using these equations,
the user can estimate the amount of Doppler Shift. The algorithm in the TSS-2000 allows
the user to specify the initial Doppler Shift Frequency Offset.

During TSS-2000 Satellite Acquisition, the center frequency of the TSS-2000 is offset by
the user programmed Doppler Offset. To further aid in acquisition the output of the TSS-
2000 is swept over a user programmable frequency window. This increases the
probability of the ground terminal receivers locking and will maximize the amount of



satellite reception. Figure 4 shows the output spectrum of the TSS-2000. The TSS-2000
will continue to sweep around the Doppler Offset Frequency until the ground terminal
receivers lock. Once the ground station receivers locks, the TSS-2000 is commanded to
leave satellite acquisition mode. At this point, the TSS-2000 will stop sweeping at the
current frequency. However, stopping at this point would be premature.
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Figure 4 - TSS-2000 Output Spectrum during Satellite Acquisition

Doppler Shifting will continue to occur over the entire pass of the LEO satellite. If we
only manipulate the transmitter frequency during acquisition, we will only succeed in
delaying our initial problem. The continued Doppler Shift will eventually caused the
receivers to unlock at some other point during the satellite pass because of the limited
tracking range of the receivers. Therefore, another feature of the TSS-2000 Satellite
Acquisition algorithm is a programmable frequency decay. This allows the user to
specify a decay rate for the output frequency of the TSS-2000. This causes the output
frequency to change at a rate similar to the expected Doppler Rate change. The output
frequency decay will continue until the original center frequency is reached. At this point,
the TSS-2000 Satellite Acquisition algorithm is complete.

CONCLUSION

The use of a Microdyne TSS-2000 with the optional Satellite Acquisition algorithm will
improve the probability of the ground terminal receivers locking and will offset the
effects of Doppler Shift experienced by LEO satellite systems. These enhancements will
maximize the amount of usable satellite time for each pass of a LEO satellite. The
algorithm will also aid in determining the range of the LEO satellite.
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Appendix 1 – TSS-2000 Block Diagram
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